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INTRODUCTION 
This report presents a detailed examination of the Will-
wood Formation, late Paleocene (Clarkforkian) to early Eocene 
(Wasatchian), in the Big Horn Basin in northwestern Wyoming 
(Fig. 1) and the synthesis of the information derived to provide 
a better understanding of its depoeitional history. Investi­
gations of the Millwood and other red-banded, early Cenozoio 
deposits in the intermonzane basins of the western United 
States date back approximately 100 years. Early studies were 
primarily directed toward the rich assemblage of mammalian 
remains preserved in these deposits. In more recent years, 
however, the lithologie and stratigraphie nature of the Will-
wood has received considerable attention. 
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Polccat Bcnch Formation 
Interbedded sandstones and drab mudstones; 
lignite and coal beds: occassional quartzita 
pebble conglomerates. 
Middle and late Tertiary 
lava flows, breccias, and 
pyroclastic rocks 
Acid and basic breccia, basalt f/oM. and 
minor areas of intrusive and oxtrusive ignccus 
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Mur.i/ gfwmfL rocks, with lesser an^ounts of 
rwranmphics. 
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
Geoloplc investigations of the Wlllwood Formation were 
Initiated In the late nineteenth century by Cope (1882), who 
presented descriptions of the early Eocene, red-banded strata 
and their mammalIan fossil content. Early workers correlated 
the Tertiary exposures with the fossillferous portion of the 
Wasatch in southwestern Wyoming and northeastern Utah and pro­
posed a lacustrine origin for the strata. Detailed studies 
led Fisher (1906) and Loomls (1907) to postulate a fluvlatlle 
mode of origin for the Big Horn "Was itch". Sinclair and Granger 
(1911, 1912) and Granger (1914) confirmed earlier flvivlatlle 
hypotheses and subdivided the Lower Eocene "Wasatch" into a 
series of faunal zones. 
Van Houten (1944) pointed out the confused usage of the 
term Wasatch over the years (Fig. 2) and proposed In its place 
the Wlllwood Formation. Additional reports by Van Houten (19^5. 
1948, and I96I) presented important information concerning the 
stratigraphy and paleontology of the Wlllwood and the origin of 
red-banded strata throughout the Rocky Mountain region. Recent 
studies of Wlllwood exposures in the Sheep Mountain and Tatman 
Mountain area in the central portion of the Basin have been re­
ported by Rohrer and Gazin (1966) and Neasham and Vondra (1967). 
FIk. 2 Development of terminology. 
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7 
REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHY 
Stratipraphlc Re?.itlonships and Thickness 
The WHlwood conformably overlies the Paleooene Polecat 
Bench Formation (Port Union equivalent) In the central portion 
of the Bip: Horn Basin (sec. 29. T51N, R93W). Westward the 
lower contact grades into an angular relationship, first with 
Polecat Bench deposits (sec, 7» T48N, R99W) and finally with 
Upper Cretaceous strata along the Absaroka Mountain front 
(sec. 7, T48N, R103W). In areas of Polecat Bench-Wlllwood 
conformity the establishment of a suitable fersational boundary 
Is difficult. As proposed by Van Houten (1944), the first 
occurrence of red-banding appears to be the best criterion for 
distinguishing between the two formations. The Tatman Forma­
tion, late early to early middle Eocene, conformably overlies 
the Millwood (sec. 13, T50N, R97W). The contact is gradatlonal 
and represented by a transition zone of variegated red and drab 
mudstones intercalated with thin carbonaceous shales. 
The thickness of the Millwood decreases from the topo­
graphic center of the Basin to its margins. Estimates of 
maximum thickness have varied, with 2500 feet (Van Houten, 1944) 
accepted as a good approximation. A stratigraphie section 
measured from the conforrsable Polecat Bench-Willwood contact 
exposed along Antelope Creek 5 miles southwest of Basin, 
Wyoming to the Willwood-Tatman contact on the eastern slops of 
Tatman Mountain (Fig. 3) indicated a formational thickness of 
Graphie sections of the Wlllwood Formation In central 
portion of the Big Horn Basin. 
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approximately 2300 feet. A second section was extended from 
the angular Polecat Bench-Wlllwood boundary 12 miles south­
east of Meeteetse, Wyoming to the upper Wlllwood contact on 
the southern flank of Tatman Mountain. The total thickness 
measured here was 1320 feet, demonstrating a decrease in 
thickness to the west of approximately 1000 feet. 
Lithologie Fades 
The VJlllwood Formation consists of marginal conglomerates. 
sandstones, variegated mudstones, and localized carbonaceous 
shales representing a portion of the Paleogene Influx of ter­
restrial sediments Into the Big Horn Basin. Although the 
formation consists of a varied association of sediments (Fig. 
4), two major fades composed of essentially uniform or uni­
formly alternating lithologies can be recognized. 
Conglomerate fades 
Marginal Wlllwood deposits bordering the Absaroka Mountain 
front include numerous exposures of thick conglomeratic se­
quences. Interbsdded and interfingering pebble ar.d cobble 
conglomerates and sandstones outcrop in ths vicinity of 
Meeteetse, Wyoming (Fig. 5). Individual beds range from 7 to 
10 feet In thickness. Primary sedimentary structures are 
abundant and Include large scale trough and tabular • \ss-
stratifIcatlong horizontal bedding, graded beddlnr. . .u, numer­
ous cut-and-flll relationships. Mudstones are rtnre to 
XUIltXX M ^  C&iiLtù. O CXI ILL poOuXc Ob uoo u. 
Fig. 4 Photographs of Willwood lithologie faciès, 
a. Sandstone and variegated audstone facias exposed 
in the central Basin area (sec, 13, T50N, fi96W). 
b. Outlier of Willwood sands tone-muds tone fades 
cropping out at the foot of the Absaroka 
Mountains (sec. ?, T48N, RIOOW). 
c. Interbedded sandstones and conglomerates out­
cropping near Meeteetse (sec. 19, T49N, R99W). 
d. Cobble-size quartzlte conglomerate. Note well 
rounded nature of particles (sec. 19, T49N, R99W). 
6. Sequence of massive Willwood mixed carbonate and 
saï.dstone, cobble and boulder conglomerates ex­
posed along the Beartooth Mountain front (sec. 35. 
T57N, R103W). 
f. Close-up view of mixed carboriate and sandstone 
cobble and boulder conglomerates shown in 
photograph 4-6. 

Fig, 5 Graphic section of Wlllwood conglomerates exposed 
near the town of Meeteetse, 
14 
Five niilcs northeast ol M'.eteetse, 
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southern (sec. 2, T45N, R95W) and southeastern (sec. 8, T45N, 
R89W) portion of the Basin. These are similar to those exposed 
near Meeteetse except that carbonate extraclasts compose a 
significant component of the detrltal material. Extensive 
exposures of mixed, acid igneous granite and metaquartzlte 
pebble and cobble conglomerates outcrop in a series of promi­
nent hogbacks paralleling the Beartooth Mountain front In the 
northwestern portion of the Basin (Fig, 6, sec. C-C). The 
geometry of the conglomerates varies from thin stringers and 
localized lenses to tabular units ranging up to 30 feet thick. 
These are commonly interbtdded with sandstones and occasionally 
with mudstones higher in the section. Mixed carbonate and sand­
stone, cobble and boulder detrltal material also constitute 
prominent conglomerates in the Beartooth Mountain front area 
(Fig. 6, sec, Â-A*). Steeply dipping beds of the lower 65O 
feet of the exposure display a limestone cobble conglomerate 
Interrupted by only a few, thin, tabular sandstone beds. 
Sandstone and mudstone faoles 
The Willwood Formation consists predominantly of lenti­
cular and sheet sandstones, variegated tabular mudstones, and 
a fe« thin lenticular carbonaceous shales in the central 
portion of the Basin. Whsn viewed fron a distance, color 
banding gives the strata a simple, laterally and vertically 
homogeneous appearance. Close examination, however, reveals a 
more intricate nature. Rock units may grade laterally and 
Fig. 6 Graphic sections of the Wlll&ood along the Beartooth 
Mountain front. 
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vertically into one another, wedge-in and pinch-out over 
variable lateral distances, or truncate adjacent units. 
Initial examination of the sediments suggests an un­
ordered bedding sequence. Division of the Basin-Tatman Mountain 
traverse into a lower, middle, and upper portion and the appli­
cation of a statistical Markov chain analysis (Glngerich, 1969), 
however, demonstrates the presence of repetitive depositlonal 
sequences. Derived vertical lithlc transitions, #lth relative 
percentages of rock types for each portion of the Wlllwood, 
are presented in Fig. 7. A complete sequence is not common, 
with incomplete cycles often marked by the absence of one or 
more medial units or the premature occurrence of the basal 
sandstone unit of an overlying sequence. 
The repetitive deposltional sequence begins with a basal 
lenticular sandstone and associated thin, lateral sheet sand­
stones. The lenticular sandstone, generally light gray (N7) 
to yellow gray (5^7/2) occupies a linear depression eroded into 
older strata. Thin sheet sandstones extend laterally from Its 
upper portion. In the lo'-?er portion of the Willwood the basal 
lenticular sandstone grades vertically into drab pale olive 
(10Y6/2) and grayish green (10GY5/2) m'ldstones. Overlying 
units commonly include either thin lenticular carbonaceous 
shales or, to a lesser extent, red ilOR^ /2) mudstones. The 
uppermost unit of the sequence is another drab mudssone, 
which nvflrliain by a basal lenticular sandstone marking the 
Initiation or = ncv: dspcsirion?.! , TVic oyolôs of the 
Fig. 7 Vertical llthlc transitions of sandstone-mudstone 
fades derived from Markov chain analysis. 
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middle and upper portions, while showing several similarities 
to each other, differ from the lower Wlllwood sequence. They 
both display thin basal lenticular sandstones which grade 
vertically to a red (5R4/6) mudstone, purple ($P4/2) mudstone, 
and olive gray (5GÏ5/2) mudstone sequence. They differ, how­
ever, in that the olive gray mudstone terminates the sequence of 
the middle portion of the Wlllwood, while the top most bed of 
the upper portion is another red mudstone, 
Mudstone units are uniformly dominant, comprising approxi­
mately 7S% of the Wlllwood. Drab mudstones dominate the lower 
portion of the Wlllwood, with red mudstones becoming Increasing­
ly more abundant higher In the Formation. Carbonaceous shales 
are significant only In the lower portion. Ninety percent of 
the purple mudstones described along the Basin-Tatuan Mountain 
traverse occur as thin beds capping red audstones. Many purple 
units may be traced laterally for several miles. 
A Markov chain analysis of the Wlllwood measured along 
the Meeteetss to Tatzsn Mountain traverse yields a siïiilar 
vertical llthic ssqusncs (Fig. 7) Ths dcsir^nce cf drab i2ud= 
stones ; â réd to purple iaudstone sequence, sM a 1:4 saiidstons-
audstone ratio are similar to the Basin-Tatman Mountain 
traverse. No carbonaceous shales were recorded. Although the 
ohi-square test gives a higher P value (.0^) than that for the 
other sequences, it can still be considered as statistically 
o ^ (vVIT o *-i' "PrvT V 1 QÂH ^ 
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PETROLOGY 
Investigations of the teitural and mlneralogioal aspects 
of the Wlllwood Formation necessitate a variety of qualitative 
and quantitative analytical techniques. The standard petro-
logic methods of thin-section eiaminatlon, feldspar staining; 
heavy mineral separation and identification, and X-ray dif­
fraction were employed in an analysis of the main rock-
forming minerals. In addition, pipette, titration and atomic 
absorption analyses were utilized for more detailed examination 
of mudstone texture and composition. A few sandstones from 
the Polecat Bench (PB) and Tatman (T) Formations are included 
for comparison purposes. 
Conglomerates 
Genetically, the Wlllwood Formation contains two types of 
conglomerates. Extraformational types, volumetrlcally the most 
important, are composed of detrital material originating outside 
the basin of deposition. Three general coraposifcloiial assemblages 
may be differentiated, 
(1) nctaquartzite conglomerates, v,'hich are best exempli­
fied by outcrops east and southeast of Heeteetse (Fig. 5) and 
«est of Winchester In sec, 2, T4<N, R95^. Te*turally. the 
coarser material is of a moderately-Hell sorted, pebble-size 
fiatiire, with oocsslcrial Isnsas cf poorly sorted, frranule. 
pebble, cobble, and isolated bouldor-alae (225 "jjn. ula. ) 
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material also present. Disk, roller, and spherical particle 
shapes are common, most of an extremely well rounded nature. 
Percussion marked, metaquartzlte particles In a variety of 
colors comprise the dominant rock-type, with carbonate, sand­
stone, chert, and Igneous rocks present in varying, minor 
amounts. Matrix material consists of a poorly-sorted, coarse-
to fine-grained, argillaceous sandstone, with quartz the 
dominant detrltal mineral. Variations in matrix material 
tend toward a well-sorted, medium grained, sandstone. "ost of 
the conglomerates described are well Indurated, with carbonate 
silica, and iron oxide serving as cementing agents within the 
sandstone matrix. 
(2) Conglomerates consisting predominately of igneous 
rook fragments. These units outcrop In the northwest portion 
of the Big Horn Basin along the Seartooth Mountain front (aec. 
C-C of Pig. 6) west of the town of Clark. Well rounded 
pebble- and cobble-size igneous rocks, comprising approxlsatsl 
two-thirds of the total mineralogy, include predominately acid 
IcrneoTîs varieties. Intermediate igneous and metaaorphlc rocks 
coupled !?ith occaRlonal carbonates and sandstones, are present 
in minor proportions. The conglomeratic material is generally 
set in a coarse- to medium-grained sand matrix. 
(3) WlllwooQ conglomeraooa of carbonate and sandctcnc 
detrltal material are eipoawd Iri the sanio general area as (2). 
Section k-A'- of 6 Illustrates a thousand foot section 
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260 feet thick, consists predominately of carbonate "extra-
clasts" (Wolf, 1965). Sandstone cobbles comprise a signifi­
cant minority, while cobbles of chert, slllclfled fossil algae 
(Misslssipplan age), Intraformatlonal conglomerate (Cambrian 
age), granite, and quartzite are rare. Particle diameter 
varies from cobble to boulder-size in the lower portion to 
pebble-size higher in the section. Conglomeratic material is 
generally well rousted and set in a sand matrix and carbonate 
cement. 
Intraformatlonal conglomerates constitute the second type. 
These conglomerates are uncommon and occur only in the basal, 
axial portion of lenticu sandstones. The fragmants are 
composed of mulstone and carbonate concretions apparently 
derived from flumping of seml-consolldated bank material into 
an active stream channel. 
Occasional conglomerates display characteristics interme­
diate between intraformatlonal and extraformatlonal types. 
Numerous rounded clay elasts. up to 8 ma, in diameter and of a 
grayish yellow green (SGY7/2) color, are Gontainfld in the ba«al 
portion of eTtrAformational conglomerate and coarse sandstone 
units. Often such elasts occur as thin stringers extending for 
several feet along sandstc?.je beds. Drifted logs up to 1 foot 
In diameter were recorded in a few Wlllwood sandstones. 
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Sandstones 
Mineral composition 
Percentages of grains, cement, z&trlz, and composition were 
determined (Pig. 8) from 300 point counts per thin section of 
18 sandstones taken along the Basln-Tatman Mountain traverse 
and 8 sandstones from Millwood exposures along the Basin 
margin. Polecat Bench (PB), and Tatman (î) beds. Framework 
grains average ?3 percent, with intergranular cement and matrix 
material averaging 2? percent. Most of the sandstones are 
classified (MoBride, 1963) as aubarkose, with variations ex­
tending into quartzarenite and more "arkosio" oatagories (Fig, 
9). 
The dominant mineral in all yillHood sandstones is common 
quartz, which constitutes an average of 68 percent of the grains 
in the central Basin Willwood deposits. Distinction between 
non-undulatory and undulatory varieties was not made because 
of their gradktional nature and the influence of crystal-
logrsphic orientation (Blatt am Christie, 1963). Very few 
grains sxcssdsd a 30 degree extinction angle., suggested by 
Aridrasslon (1961) as useful in distinguishing between plutonic 
and metamorphic quarts on a flat pétrographie stage. Internal 
features of common quartz grains inolude fluid vacuoles, bubble 
trains, and mineral inclusions of euhedral zircon crystals and 
rutile needles. Other oharaottristics include etching by 
calelte cessent; «ilifta overgrowths, and the proKxsssl'^e re-
oiyôt«lll£«tlwn of chert to 
Fig. 8 Percentages of grains, matrix, oeiaent and nlneral-
ogloal component8 cf Millwood sandstones. 
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Composition of Framework Grains 
7. 7. 
7. % 7. Common 7. 7, % * Misc. 
Sample Grains Matrix Cément Quarte Hetaquarcslte Chert Feldspar Constlcuents 
PB-1 87 0 13 53 11 29 6 1 
m-7 85 1 14 66 7 19 7 1 
1-31 60 5 35 74 9 11 11 1 
1-35 71 2 27 75 8 8 8 1 
1-56 84 2 13 73 8 13 5 1 
2-7 70 3 27 70 6 18 6 
-
3-17 79 5 16 65 6 11 16 2 
5-19 72 5 23 76 7 12 5 
-
8-27 64 4 32 51 12 21 14 2 
9-1 72 4 24 70 9 10 10 1 
12-1 79 1 20 65 6 16 11 2 
12-21 68 3 29 64 6 12 16 2 
13-35 72 3 25 71 5 19 3 2 
-9 61 3 34 57 7 15 18 3 
1 3 - 1 r. i.2 3 35 71 3 13 7 4 
15-39 71 3 2b 76 j 6 12 3 
Ib-13 88 
-
12 84 4 8  3 1 
17-26 77 5 18 59 ; I I  22 5 
18-37 tiS 2 30 69 6 : o  15 1 
5498 69 2 29 62 3 28 5 2 
4899* 6 7 - 33 31 19 7  22 21 
-
V: 10 15 9 24 22 
4797 6 5 28 41 13 9 20 17 
60 
-
40 60 b 9 18 6 
T-4 bl 36 55 3 
-
33 5 
T.5 h  h  2 32 47 S 5 31 12 
* - Fercîiu teldapar baaed on borh rhln-aoctIon modal 4»nalyal# 
«nd grmtn rnnnr* ot atalned dlaaggrc?:ftCoo. 
o - Sandatoupi from baain margin# (4899 repreaonti legal location 
of #ample; T48N, R99W). 
P-'ig. 9 Textuxal and compos It lojoal classification of 
fiaiidstones (after MoBride,, 3963). 
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rangA from predominately a subangular variety to a few well 
rounded and spherical quartz grains (Powers, 1953) Indicative 
of recycled sedimentary detritus, Wetaquartz, In the form of 
polycrystalllne grains with Intragranular units separated by 
sutured boundaries and displaying separate, strongly undulose 
extinction, constitutes an average of 7 percent In the Will-
wood from the central portion of the Basin, Occasional mcta-
nijArtz grains show a dominant orientation of elongate Intra­
granular units. Mlcroerystalllr.e quartz averages 13 
percent of the framework grains. 
The feldspar composition of Willwood samples from the 
central portion of the Basin averages 10 percent. This was 
analyzed by both pétrographie ezâwin&tlon and s, staining 
technique developed by Reeder and McAllister (1957) and re­
ported by Vondra (1963). A marked predominance of quartz over 
feldspar and potash over sodlc and calcic feldspar is indieated 
by both staining and thin section analysis. Orthoclase, 
similar to quartz in optical aalor and extinction, has a 
"fresh", un^eathered appearance «nd may be differentiated by 
its cleavage and yeilc??ish=orange stain. Miorocline; also 
stained yellow-orange, displays characteristic polysynthetic 
twinning in the for™ of grid and mibparallel twin lamellae, 
Perthlte intergrowths, unmixing of œicrocline-aibite perthltic 
components, and occasional serlclte alteration were also 
noted. anglms of aîbite tvin planes indicate 
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arîdeslne) ranee. 
Aeûssaory detrltal minerals ("heavy minerals") greater 
than 2.8 specific gravity, comprising a minor (2 percent) 
portion of the Wlllwood sandstones In the central portion of 
the Basin, Include both Igneous and metamorphlc source terrane 
varieties. Individual mineral species were identified under 
the microscope, and the relative abundance of each visually 
estimated (Pig. 10), 
Caicite is the major cementing agent of the wlll«ood 
sandstones, with clear, sparry crystals formlr^ an inter­
locking mosaic within a "disrupted" granular framework. 
Silica cement in the form of euhedral to subhedral overgrowths 
In optical continuity with grain nuclei is common. Original 
grain boundaries are marked by linear cracss oi du3t(?) aid 
corresponding termination of bubble trains, 
Compsrlson of Wlllwood sandstones of the oentral portion 
of the Basin with those of marginal areas of the Basin and with 
other formations. Illustrate a fe% consistant variations, 
inoiudirig; (1) Marginal W'lllwccd saaplss display c, greater 
proportion of rock fragmente, fêldepar, and metaquartz (poly-
crystalline quartz) over ooaaaon quartz and tend toward a llthlc 
arkog* coE-positiori, (2) Tatwan «andstones show sin increase in 
feldspar at the expense of common quartz and a higher percent­
age of cement. (3) The relative proportion of opaque and 
'nfïivOûâ ïïilnôr«l5 d5cr3«ss -nd =stzmcrphlcc, partic\ilarly 
garnet:, xnoreaae vorticaiiy tniouRii Ciia WillWooù ai'ul liito the 
Pig. 10 Heavy mineral frequencies. 
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Tfttman Formation. 
Texture 
Textural parameters were tabulated from raw distribution 
data ôDtained by optically measuring the long axXb of 125 
grains per thin section. The statistical measures of mean size 
(M), standard deviation (or), skewiess (5%), and kurtosls (Kg) 
were calculated from formulas developed by Folk and Ward (195?)= 
Pig. 11 records testural data for each sample. 
Wlllwood sandstones examined display an average mean size 
of 2.59 0 (.17 mm.; fine sand), with a standard deviation of 
.39 0 units. Thus, approximately two-thirds of Wlllwood 
samples analyzed have average grain sizes between 2.19 0 and 
2.97 0. Tatman sandstones are somewhat coarser, with samples 
analyzed a-iving an average mean size of 2,31 0 (.20 am.; fine 
sand), 
Tr.e average standard déviation of Wlllsood samples is 
.62 0 (moderately sorted), with two-thirda of the samples 
ranging between .52 0 and .72 0, Sorting values for Tatsan 
samples average .56 0. Folk and Ward (1957) and others have 
noted a relationship of sorting and mean size, with a decrease 
in mean particle slzs resulting in better sorted samples In-
depcndanc of di8t-»nc-e transporteu. Thus, for a ccispariscn of 
sorting valuee to ba significant, acan size should be consid­
ered (Fig, 12). Although essentially all samples from the 
loHftT. middle, and upper portions of the Wlllwood Forsaticn 
Pip. 11 Statistical measure values of sandstones. 
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fall within the 2 0 to 3 0 range (fine sand), sorting values 
are .71 0, .60 0, and ,54 0, respectively, 
Skewness values of Willwood samples, a reflection of the 
asymmetry of the size distribution, average +O.I38 (tall of 
fines) and hare a standard deviation of 0,110. The Tataan 
sandstones show nearly symmetrloal skowness with an average of 
+0.096. 
Kurtosis measures provide a ratio of the sorting of the 
extremes of the distribution compared with the sorting ox the 
central portion. Average kurtosia is 0.958 (mesokurtic) with 
a standard deviation of 0,100. Tatman units show similar 
kurtosis values (0.932). 
Skewness &nd kurtosis measures provide data concerning 
the "genealogy" of the sediment (Folk and Ward, 1957). Ex­
treme high and low values imply a portion of the sediment 
achieved its sorting elsewhere In a high energy environment 
and was transported unmodified to a new environment to be 
mixed with other sediment. Willwood and Tataan sandstones 
display normal «ke^neas and kurtosis values. Indicating that 
the grain-size distribution ryfl^cts the environment under 
consideration. 
Mudstones 
Mineralogy 
A qualitative and Bomlquantltatlve analysis of z'nc 
mlneraloglcal composition of 19 Willt?ood siudstones was performed 
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utilizing standard X-ray diffraction techniques (Fig. 13). 
Objectives of the determination include: (1) the clay mineral 
assemblage of red, purple, and drab mudstones and its signif­
icance concerning clay mineral genesis in source areas verses 
in situ clay mineral authigenesis at the site of deposition, 
and (2) comparisons between mudstones reflecting mlneraloglcal 
"degrading" during sediment transport. Semiquantitative 
determination of mineral components follows procedures pre­
sented by Schultz (I960) and Shover (1964). Although calcula­
tion methods for clay mineral percentages differ, any single 
method is internally consistent and should give meaningful 
geologic data (Pierce and Slegel. 1969). 
A typical X-ray diffractomster tracing for Wlllwood mud­
stones is Illustrated In Fig. 14. Quartz and clay minerals 
are dominant In bulk samples, with feldspar detectable in 
marginal mudstones. The predominate clay mineral is illite (and 
clay mica), with contraction and espanslon of an asymmetrical 
"shoulder" on the low angle side of the lOA peak during gly-
oolatlon and heating suggesting some mized-layerlng with a 
mont-Horillinite-like lattice. The existence of raontmorlllinlte 
is irdioated by the appearance and disappearance of a 17A peak 
during treatment. Distinguishing kaolinite and chlorite was 
difficult and, hence, the weakest part of the seml-quancirative 
determinations. The 3,$3A (004) chlorite peak is "perched" on 
the high angle side of the kaolinite 3.S7À. (002) peak, and » 
^ v> m n "r^rx^t rrm «a d-r. î m» t",» ot' r, Vi»* r'»» "i M I. * V r-
Fl(t. 13 Flow oheirt fo3' X-ray analysis of nmdstones 
(sxilopted. from Raup, 1962). 
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Fig. l4 Typical X-ray diffraction tracing for Wlllwood 
mudstones. 
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amounts of kaollnlte and chlorite {Shover, 1964). Diffraction 
peaks in the 20-30A range were recorded in a few mudstones and 
probably represent "super-lattice" reflections of mixed-layer 
clay minerals. 
Results of the qualitative and seai-quantitativo analyses 
are presented in Figs. 15 and l6. Inspection of the data 
yields the following results. (1) No significant differences 
in mineralogy among red, purple, and drab mudstones is indi­
cated. (2) 111:1 te and clay mica predominates in most samples, 
averaging 32^ of the total clay mineral assemblage, Montmoril-
linite and kaolinite are present in subordinate amounts, averag­
ing 2k% and 18$ respectively. Such results basically agree 
with willwoou olay mineralogy presented by Van Houten (1948), 
(3) Marginal mudstones differ mineralogically from those of the 
central Bâsih area in two ganeral aapeets; (a) Mudstones frca 
«he Basin margins show a greater feldspar component in bulk 
sample analyses; and (b) marginal mudstones contain lôâs 
kaolinite than central Basin audstonss. 
Teiture 
Particle-size analysis of 10 Willwood mudstones utilizing 
the pipette method (Polk, 1968) was conducted to gain an ap-
prorlHîîtlon of the percsntsgs of clay-slza saterial. Although 
a high degree of sample consolidation hampered complete disag­
gregation, an adequate comparison of the amount of material 
lees than 10 0 on saaples analyzed for trace aaounts 
Fig. 15 Pei'oontagc» of mlneraloglcsil ooinponents of 
Wl].l*rcod cmdstones. 
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of selected ohemloal constituents (see following seotlon) was 
obtained. 
Chemical constituents 
Free iron, Rlumlnlim, and manganese plus organic and In­
organic carbon were quantitatively measured In 35 Wlllwood 
mudstones. Included are red, purple, and drab varieties, and 
2 carbonaceous shales. Samples C-12 to C-1, collected at 4 
Inoh Intervals from a mudstone sequence outcropping near 
Meoklem Gultoh south of the town of Basin In the upper portion 
of measured ««ction 4 along the Basln-TAtman Mountain traverse 
(fig, 3, fossil locality 20?) were also analyzed. Free Iron, 
aluminium, and asnganese, sstreetad from samples by the sodlus 
oltrate-eodium hydrosulflt© method (Holmgren, 196?), were 
analyzed with a Perkln-Elaer Model 303 Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometer, Organic carbon percentages were determined 
using the Wslkley=Blsck titration sethod (1934) modified by 
Peeoh £t al (194?), Inorganic carbon in samples was aeasured 
on a LEGO *^70 second carbon analyzer". Objectives of such 
quantitative analysis were two-fold: (1) to determine and 
compare the percentages of the selected sediment components 
among miidntonea separated on a color baalas (2) to evaluate 
In situ isobilisstlon and tranâlecstîor. of such ssterial re­
flecting soil development. 
Examination of the dota (Fig. 17) indioates slgnlfleant 
chGalcal variations within the fins grained yillKood sedlEsnts 
analyzed. Organic carbon, preservation or whioh is generally 
Fig. 17 Quantitative data on organic carbon and free Iron, 
aluminium, and manganese In Wllluood smdstones. 
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Sample  
WL.  7o  
Organic  Carbon  
Wt .  % 
Free  Iron  
Wt .  7. 
Free  Aluminum 
Wt .  % 
Free  Manganese  
Red  Muds  tones  
4996R .044  1 .67  .106  .0077  
52104R .052  0 .96  .049  .0032  
56100R .038  1 .67  .114  .0080 
48104R .050  1 .79  .095  .0078  
16-35R .038  1 .35  .075  . 0101  
4691R .010  1 .71  .096  .0060 
6-12R .046  1 .29  .120  .0096  
(Mean)  .040 1 .49  .094  .0075  
Purp le  MudsconeB 
48  i04P  .045  1 .08  .084 . 0078  
16-351 '  . 049  1 .48  .067  .0024  
4691P .036  1 .76  .097  .0050  
6-361' . 033  1 .29  .060  .0022  
4595P .034  1 .33  .047  .0024  
1 -1 -27P  ,052  0 .98  .066  .0050  
4796P .047  1 .03  .053  .0008 
(Mean)  . 041  1 .28  .068  .0037  
Drab  Mudstones  
1 -  22D . 053  1 .  17  . 104  .0009  
4791D .110  0 .34  .068 . 0010  
551030  . 062  0.36 .067 .0014 
1-1 -15D .137 0.65 . 094  .0034  
7 - I3D .085 0.61 .069 . 0040  
6 -12D 0 .  19  
.037 .0004 
4892D .046 0.65 
.077 .0020 
( .Mean)  . 083  0 .57  
.074 . 0017  
Carbonaceous  Sha le  
L-I . 774 0.24 .0088 
L-2 3.3/2 
.575 .0210 
Prof i l e  Samples  
C- 12 .058 OJ^ .M9 .0005 
C-il . 071 ,  0.73 
. 055  .0042  
C-10 .093 1. 23 
.067 .0024 
C-9 .095 0.98 . 053  .0036  
C-S . 056  1. 79 
.074 . 0026  
C-7 .113 L78 . 065  .0020 
C - b  . 042  1. y» , 101 .  0050  
c-l/ . iji 1 . OD 
. lui . 0 ; S2 
C-4 .09b 1.30 .058 . 0028  
C-3 . ! ! b  !.3S 
.  099  .0054  
C-2 . 104 l,hl j n  . 0092  
C-1  
. 0 7 t  O . U  
. 0 3 8  .  00U4 
(Mean 1 .097 1 .44 
.079 . Où5 2 
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related to the ground water table and resulting oxidizing 
verses reducing conditions. Is twice as great In drab mudstones 
as that of red and purple samples. Red and purple mudstones 
record similar organic carbon values. Inorganic carbon, a re­
flection of carbonate minerals, was not detected in most of 
the samples tested. Free iron and manganese progressively 
decrease in percentage from red through purple through drab 
smdstones. Aluminium does not show the same relationship to 
sediment color as iron and manganese, with relatively high 
values for reds while both purple and drab samples contain 
similar low values. Carbonaceous shales examined display 
greater values for all components. 
Samples from the mudstone profile G-12 to G=1 shew a 
marked vertical variation in abundance of the chemical compo­
nents analyzed, with zones of concentration developed at the l6 
to 30 inch and 35 to 42 inch levels (f'lg. 18). Percent clay 
less than 10 0 diameter also shows a broad zone of concentra­
tion In the 16 to 20 inch level. In order to evaluate the pos­
sible control of clay content to the ot-her profils components, 
the sâsple correlation coefficient r was tabulated (Snedeçor. 
1956) for the entire profile. Only free aluminium distribution 
showed a strong direct relationship to clay (r a +.748), where­
as free iron (r « +.094), free manganese (r = +.160), and organic 
carbon (r = +,oo4) display essentially no relationship to clay 
distribution. As clsy minerals are aluminium 
Bilicatow, a iroo (OA) a^^2lnlu=-0lzy ir.T:~rdep?nd°n?° 
18 Vertical distribution of free Iron, aluminium, manganese, 
clay (< 10 0), Inorganic, and organic carbon from a 
mud stone seiqvience. 
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Is not unexpected, Profile variations In the other chemical 
components, however, appears to be at least partially Influ­
enced by factors other than olay content. Unusually high values 
of organic carbon In the profile as compared with the randomly 
selected mudstone samples corresponds to the abundance of color 
mottling. Mottling appears related to bloturbatlon resulting 
from Increased organic activity (Van Houten, 1948). Unit C-8 
lacks mottling and sho^s g Cwrraapondlng low value for organic 
carbon. 
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SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES 
Fluvlatll® systems generate within their deposits a 
variety of sedimentary structures reflecting the various 
processes operating at the site of deposition. Examination 
of such structures can provide valuable information concerning 
both tho various hydrodynanic factors and sediment supply 
factors relating to xoct genesis, paleocurrenta, and paleo-
geography. 
The various sedimentary structures of the Wlllwood strata 
are grouped into three major types (after Allen and Friend, 
1968); (1) simple structures - those involving one basic 
lithology and morphology, (2) composite structures - those 
generally involving more than one kind of lithology and sedi­
mentary structure, and (3) organic structures. 
Simple Structures 
Sedimentary structures are the product of numerous complex 
arid variable factors of an alluvial channel. Recoot invêstiga-
tlong of mortern environments (Allen. 1963s.! McKae. 
196^; and Mlddleton, 19^5) have supplied important data 
concerning the qualitative and quantitative nature of sedi­
mentary structures. Of particular significance has been the 
astabliahaent of relationships between geometric forms (bed 
configuration) and flow regimes. Although many interrelated 
variables may influence bed form, stream power (fios regime) 
#a Twam t « *n t"o 11 m n n 1W50 1 1 in r»«in T r*T-m 
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development (Simons et 1965). 
Three major stratification types commonly occur In Will-
wood sandstones. Nomenclature and terminology utilized for 
their description are drawn from Hfeims and Fahnestock (196$), 
HcKee and Wler (1953). Allen (1963a). 
Large-scale crosa-atratlficftlon 
This type Includfcs a sedimentation unit (set) greater than 
2 inches thick of Iflualnae (fereaet bedding) Inclined 
relative to the horizontal. Coeets of two or more cross-
stratlfled sedimentation units, separated by surfaceB of erosion, 
non-deposltlon, or abrupt change In character (Allen, 1963a), 
are the general cas© In Wlllwood sandstones. Large-scale trough 
cross.bedding (pl-cross-stratlfIcatlon of Allen, 1963a) consist 
of elongate scour channels infilled with curved foreset 
bedding (Fig. 19a). The scoop-shaped laminae oosprise « 
QGset and arc either s.TEEetrical or asymmetrical normal to 
the scour-channel axis. Thin laminae of organic material and 
basal zones of coarasr detrltal particlss occur in the fills 
of s few troughs. Allen (1963a) explains large scale trough 
oross-atratlficatlon as resulting from the migration of large-
scale, asyissetrioal dunes with curved crests, whereas Harms 
ard Pahnestock (1965) postulat© the filling of elongate de­
pressions by irregularly shaped migrating dunes in the upper 
part of the lower-flow regime. 
Large-soalG tabular crcss-stratificatlon (osikron class 
Fig, 19 Photographs of simple and organic structures. 
a. Large-scale trough oross-stratlfioatlon (3) 
cut into underlying horizontal stratification (2). 
Large scale tabular cross»stratlflcatlon are 
developed at the "base (1). 
b. Large-scale tabular cross-atratlfication developed 
in pebble-size conglomerates. Individual laminae 
display graded bedding. 
e. Cosets of small-scale tabular cross-stratification 
overlying horizontal stratification. 
d. Horizontal stratification interrupted by con­
torted bedding. 
e. Sand-filled burroTJS extending downward from 
sheet sandstone into underlying red mudstone. 
f. Mudstone displaying evidence of organic activity. 
Arrow indicates worm burrow filled with thin, 
arcuate laminae. Dark linear trace in upper 
left portion of photograph Is carbcr^cecus 
material (plant root?). Zone (1) is grayish 
yellow green (5GY7/2) sandstone; zone (2) is pale 
purple (5P6/2); zone (3) is mottled pale purple 
(5P6/2), dark yellowish orange (10YR6/6), and 
moderate reddish brown (10H4/6) mudstone. 
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of Allen) is represented by tabular-shaped, oross-laminated, 
single and ooset units bounded by relatively planar surfaces 
(Fig. 19b). They are differentiated from trough cross-strati-
floatlon In that the basal eroslonal surface exerts little If 
any control on the configuration of laminae (foresets). Al­
though the individual laminae are generally straight, rare 
Instances of laminae tangential to the lower bounding surface 
occur. Maximum inclinations average 20 degrees. Allen (1963a) 
relates omikron-cross-stratifIcation to migrating trains of 
large-scale asymmetrical ripples with essentially straight 
crests. Harms and Fahnestock (1965) propose such stratifica­
tion forms from bars with sinuous, relatively long, avalanche 
slopes and generally fiat upstream surfaowe that Commonly 
develop on the downstream margin of point bar deposits during 
the meandering of a thalweg. They observed that flow regime 
downstream of the avalanche face, where the loci of tabular 
cross laminae deposition occurs, is In the lomer part of the 
lo*_flow regime. 
Small-scale cross-stratification 
Small scale cross-stratification in the Willwood Formation 
Includes cross=bedded sedimentation units less than 2 Inches In 
thickness. Tabular sets (su-cross-strstlfIcstion) are bounded 
by GGssntlally planar, parallel surfaces, with the oross-l&Hlnae 
generally discordant with the lower bounding surface (Fig. 19o). 
Allen (1963b} states that auoh structurss could sriss frcs 
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mlpratlnp trains of emall-soale asymmetrloal rlpplos with 
essentially straight crests. Such structures are generally 
associated with environments involving largo and rapid sand 
accumulation (MoKee, 1965). 
Horizontal stratification 
Horizontal stratification In Wlllwood sandstones consists 
of tabular eats of horizontal laminae (Pig. 19d). Individual 
laminae seldom exceed 1 Inch in thickness. The lower bounding 
surface is generally of a planar, eroslonal type, whereas 
upper boundaries may be planar or have superimposed trough 
cross-stratlflcatlon erosion surfaces (Fig. 19a). Horizontal 
stratification Is a product of plane-bed or low standing wave 
transport (Harms and rahnestook, 1965) marking the lower 
portion of the upper-flow regime, Such an environrent would 
be expected in restricted alluvial channels during high discharge 
or on point bar surfaces as accumulating sand créâtes shoaling 
conditions. 
Composite Structures 
Composite sediaentary «truoturas inelud« both ohannel-flll 
and overbank deposits representing the lateral and vertical 
accretion of alluvial detritus within the loci of Wlllwood 
deposition. Four major genetic associations occur. 
TmTi ^GpC3X vS 
Conglomerates and sandstones espoeed along the west flank 
of the Basin display chmraotoristios similar to modern alluvial 
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fan deposits. Bllasenbach (195^)• in a discussion of fans of 
the Santa Catalina Mountains in southern Arizona, noted the 
rapid cutting and filling of distributary channels by inter-
mittant streams transporting coarse detrital material. Con­
glomerate exposures in the Meeteetse area (Fig, 5/ contain a 
complex association of scour channels filled predominately with 
cobble- and pebble-size detritus, with floodbasin mudstones 
almost completely lacking. Lag gravels (pebble pavement) are 
developed along basal erosion surraces, while marginal ôharmal 
bar deposits of braided streams are recorded by inclined gand 
lenses containing thin pebble stringers. Rapid pulsatory 
deposition is indicated by graded-bedding sequences in cross-
stratlfisd eonglosçratic sandstones (Fig. 19b). 
Conglonerates bordering the Bsartooth Mountain front 
(Fig. 6) reflect alluvial ran development on a more localized 
scale. The lower 650 feet of massive, carbonate and sand­
stone, boulder conglomerate in section A-A' of Fig. 6 indicate 
eonâiçiona of rapid erosion of a proximal, extra-basinal lime-
«tone terrane aM a ahart distança of transport. Thin, inter-
bedded sheet sandstones reflect sheetflood d«poaifc2 resulting 
from a stream overtopping its channel and extending laterally 
over the alluvial fan surface. Vertically, laterally along 
strike, and down-dip into the Basin the carbonate extra-
clast interval grades Into interbedded conglomerates, stream 
channel aaruiatonas. and flood basin mudsstonos. Côrî^lôîûôïôtô 
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higher atratlgr&phlo levels, reflaotlng the atrlpplnp of the 
sedimentary cover and exposure of a Preownbrlan terrane In 
the source area. Red mudstonee of section B-B' of Pig, 6, 
laterally equivalent to conglomerates, are interpreted as 
overbank depoBlte marginal to the fan proper. 
Channel deposits 
In the central portion of the Basin large lenticular 
sandstone bodies outcrop which contain a complex association 
of stratification types Including large-scale, epsilon-type 
cross-bedding (Allen, 1963a) of point bar deposits. Lateral 
dimensions along an Irregular scour surface out Into under­
lying nmdstones range up to approximately îûû yards, •while 
vertical thickness averages 25 feet (Pig. 20a). There Is th© 
general absence of a coarse "ohannel-lag" saterial in the 
lower portion of the channel. Upper levels usually display 
mmerou.s large aoale trough and tabular crosa-stratlflcatlon, 
and horizontal bedding forss as eell as localised lenticular 
cut---arjl-fill sandstone hodie-3. A systematic vertical varia­
tion In sedimentary structures, aa reported by Vlsher (1965), 
was not observed. 
Transitional deposits 
Hany eiiannel-riiis are more resiriotod in lateral 
dimension and appear to represent abandonment of a atream 
channel either through aggradation within an active channel 
CT cut-off «Krp.»". «vlT.i- Two isnsr»! tTpGC cf 
Pig. 20 Photographs of composite structures. 
a. Laterally-extensive channel deposit in central 
portion of the Big Horn Basin. 
b. U-ahaped, sand-filled channel out Into under-
IjTln^ Zwdwtonss. 
c. Localized channel sandstone. 
d. Channel fill composed of drab mudstone and 
truncating subjacent red mudeton®, 
e. Channel fill composed of thin, interbedded 
sandstones and mUdstonss, Thin sheet s&ndstons 
extends laterally from upper portion of channel. 
f. Linear channel sandstone #lth prominent sheet 
OOiAXO CfJU d X WiiA VilO WWJk VO-Vli 
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transitional dopoalta are recognized, (a) Ssrmiaetrloal, U-
shaped channels out Into mudstones and oooposed entirely of 
coarse grained detrltal material (Pigs. 20b and 20o) are 
common In the central portion of the Basin, The channel 
geometry Indicates a lack of appreciable lateral shifting 
during aggradation. Th© process of in-channel aggradation has 
been related to a reduction in slope and depth from an 
extreme sediment supply condition (Allen, 1965), ephemeral 
stream activity, or restricted flcs of sediment-laden waters 
(Sohuiaa, i960), (b) Channel-fills derived from active channel 
abandonment in a meander belt (Figs. 20d @nd ?0e) result either 
from chute cut-off, in which a new channel is cut into the 
point bsr enclosed "by the» semMer or neck cut-off, re­
sult iiig from complete abandonnent of a loop (Allen, 196$). 
îli© Wlllwood channel In Fig. 2od contains major samstoriê 
bodies in the lower and upper portion and interbMded mudstones 
(overbank sediments) and thin sandstone lenoes in the middle. 
Such a lit-hologic assemblage wôùlu "u« deposited in chute cut= 
off. ïflth the channel undergoing abandonment remaining 
partially active and periodically yeoeiving an influx of bedload 
sediment (Allen» I965). The material filling the channel form 
in Pig. 20e, predominately a grayish-orange (10YR7/2) mud-
stone truncating subjacent red mudstones, is characteristic 
of neck cut-off in which only fine grained sediment ia deliv­
ered to litmiwioned ohannei aurin« oVaruâiik ilo'â. 
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Overbank deposits 
Overbank deposits Include sheet sandstones and floodbasln 
alluvial material. The sheet sandstones extend laterally from 
the upper level of the ohannel-flll (Fig. 20f) for distanças 
ranging up to approximately $00 feet. Unit thickness ranges 
from 1 to 2 feet and is relatively uniform laterally. The 
general geometry and lateral ralationshlps cf the sheet sand­
stones is similar to natural levee deposits developed, marginal 
to an active stream channel. The aandstones commonly contain 
tubular structures varying in morphology from straight to 
curved, subvertical burrows 1/8 to 1/2 inch in diameter filled 
with silt- and clay-size material to larger, essentially 
straight vertical burre*s ranging up to l ineh in dia­
meter and filled with concave sand laalnse. Pig. 19© il­
lustrates the larger sand-rilled burrows, which reaemble the 
"Taenidium" burrows described by Toots {1967)1, extending down­
ward into a mudstone underlying the sheet sandstone. 
Swals-fiii deposita oûûur along tha upp^r contact cf a 
saMotone in the fora of lenticular, concave deposits 
cf thinly=beddsd, argillaceous sandstone^, Allan (1965) 
relates such features to aggradation within swales developed 
on the accretionary topography of point bar deposita. 
Floodbasln deposits, volumetrically the major aiiuviai 
sediment in the central portion or the Basin, include vari-
egacad muds tons a formed by the dippoailiori of âuëyaraieu flnea 
rrc~ "tiiJLecL « n,,-!-;.-".'.Vr, 
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appearance, with vertical color and teztural changes generally 
of a gradetlonal nature. Mudstone coloration Is expressed 
as either one color or Irregular patches of two or more colors 
(mottled pattern) randomly distributed. Evidence of organic 
activity Is abundant (Pig, 19f) and recorded by either worm 
burrows filled with "structured" mudstone or thin carbonaceous 
filaments (roots) occurring either singularly or in an intri­
cate network. Abundant plant material in the form of carbonized 
wood and leaf impressions are preàorvêu In the thin, latsrally 
persistent beds of carbonaceous shale. Carbonate and Iron 
oilde concretionary material is common on weathered mudstone 
surfaces as both individual nodules and nodular aggregates or 
sncrustaticns cn fossil fragments, Iron oxide pisolites 
averaging 3 im. in diameter were detected in a few mottled 
mîdston® units. 
PalsoGurrsnt Data 
Information from previous studies on the direction of 
transport of Willwôôd Hodiment la limited to a ueterminatlon 
of major source areas to the south and west (Hewett, 1928). 
This is based solely on the great thickness of Wlllwood con­
glomerates in these areas. Unsolved problems concerning the 
palaoeurrent sjstes of the nill«OG-l Formation iacluds the 
basln-wldc pattern of stream entrance and ezit and the pos­
sible contribution of detritus to the Basin from source areas 
located to thé south (Owl Drâôk mountains) arcl east (Big Rorn 
Hcuntâlïiâ ). 
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A tctsl of 3003 eresM-bedding moasuromanta and 6l ohmnnol 
and trough trends were secured from Wlllwood exposures. The 
direction and degree of dip of forseets and the azimuths of 
channel and large-scale trough axes were measured. Data was 
obtained by two Independent workers from 46 areas throughout 
the Basin and combined Into 23 localities for tabulation 
purposes. Paleocurront data, analyzed by the vector mean method 
of Relche (1938), is presented In Fig. 21 and includes the 
azimuth of the resultant (msan) vsctcr (:) for sach Iscallty 
and its magnitude expressed in percent (L), Greater values of 
L reflect a greater concentration of readings. The environ­
mental significance of vector magnitudes is limited, however, 
by its p^-rtial d@pe5d.ance on easple size, sflth loaalitles of 
smaller sample size displaying higher concentration values. 
Azimuths or resultant vectors are plotted in Fig. 1. 
Analysis of the vector properties indicates a paleocur-
rent system in which major stream systems delivered sediment 
to the Bacin from western, southern, and eastern source areas. 
The average aglmuth of 355 degrees rsflocts the dominent 
pileocurrent of most Will^ood streams in the central and 
northern portion of the Basin, The lack of major regional 
dlfferericeo In vector magnitudes my be attributed to ths lack 
of major change in stream hierarchy, such as from relatively 
straight and parallel streams of low sinuosity to broadly 
meandering, high ainuosity Qtrsans. The pâloeouricnt data of 
a «* I > a vu-t a 1 *1 orMnTiioTi ir»»! frT-cs n w r- u rvi f viP? 
Fig, 21 Paleocurrent data. 
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Location 
Number of 
Readings 
(n) 
Ailmuth of 
Resultant Vector 
(X) 
Magnitude of 
Resultant Vector 
In Percent 
(L) 
T45N, 
T46N, 
T48N, 
TUTU, 
T46N, 
T45N, 
T48N, 
T47N. 
T48N, 
T48N, 
T48N, 
T49N, 
T49N, 
T49N. 
TjCN, 
t;on,  
T50N, 
T50N, 
T51N, 
T 5 3 ri, 
T5AN, 
T5 2H, 
T56N, 
R91U 
R91W 
R92W 
R93W 
R93W 
R95W 
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60.4% 
54.8% 
79.5% 
47.7% 
55.4% 
62.0% 
58.9% 
45.0% 
51.4% 
40.7% 
48.7% 
51.3% 
55.0% 
56.4% 
64.5% 
54,7% 
63.8% 
67.5% 
67.7% 
82.5% 
53.3% 
49:9% 
84.7% 
41.3% 
n n 
X - mfcCan ( ^  n, j in X. /  n, coo X.),  where n, -  niinber of observations 1-1 1 1 ^ ' 
in parh rlxae: X. = ald-DOint acliauth of the 1th class Interval.  
—; f ^ 2 11 2 L -  (X/n)l U U  vmerc K -  l /(^ n, com X, )  -r (  c  ti,  «lu X,) 
V 1-1 ' ^ 1=1 ^ ^ n •  number 
of obsarvot loRs. 
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oon^lo'fflerates exposed In a Wlllwood outlier in the northwest 
portion of T4$N, R89W, indloate an east or south-east source 
area In the Big Horn Mountains, 
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DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 
Provenarioe 
Composition 
Synthesià of data sugscests the presence of two asjor 
source rook llthologiee: (1) post-Preoambrlan sedimentary 
rocks, and (2) Precambrian Igneous-metamorphlo mineral as­
semblage e. 
The influx of detritus derived from uplifted Paleosolo 
and Mesozoio sedimentary terranes Is recorded by both the 
mixed carbonate and sandstone, pebble and cobble conglomerates 
cropping out along the Beartooth Mountain front and sub­
ordinate amounts of carbonate pebbles in Willwood conglomer­
ates exposed in the southern and southeastern portion of the 
Basin. Distinctive rock varieties Include cobbles of sillclfied 
fossil algae (Condonophycus austinl) of the Mississipplan 
Madiso?! Formation and intraforffiatlonal songlossrata clasts of 
the Cambrian Gallatin Formation, The abundant chert particles 
4 «a /svi AO 4 w Aan&va 1 ^ f\rt oi r> 
have been derived from any or ail of several possible Paleo­
zoic source rocks, including the Madison, Amsden, or Tensleep 
Formations. 
Recycled partiol«s fro® aedimentftry rooks are alno evident 
in Willwood sediments. Local derivation of the well-rounded 
UIO VCVV^UOJL 1/^ J. I/O pOUWXOO OliWl WV L/Lrxoo WX VliO M JLXXMWVL AV/XUl»VXWAi 
from Palsooene Polecat Bench deposits Is supported by field 
relationships and Biallarity in external appearanoe (Hewett, 
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1928). Hewett envisioned the Initial prlaary souro© as either 
a westerly Precambrlan, metaEorphio terrane or Preoambrian 
cores of the Wind River and/or Gres Ventre Mountains located 
some 60 milea to the southwest. Anomolous well-rounded and 
highly spherical, common quartz grains are probably recycled 
from Paleozoic or Mesozoic sandstones. Well-rounded, low-
sphericity grains of ultrastable zircon and tourmalin© in Will-
wood sandstone are interpreted as second or possibly third 
cycle detr'tus from post-Precambrlan sedimentary rocks. 
A primary, Precambrlan, Igneous-metaiaorphlo source 
material is Indicated by both plutonlc aoidle and Intermediate, 
and schistose-gnelsslc rock fragments in the conglomerate 
lithofaoies and grains of angular quartz, feldspar» and acces­
sory minerals in sandstones. Granites appear to predominate 
in the primary deeritai fraction of the cenglomeratss, partic­
ularly at higher stratigraphie levels of the Willwood along 
the Beartooth Mountain front. Acidic plutonlc source rocks, 
either of igneous or recrystaliized aetamorphic origin, supplied 
an abundance of angular, ooamon quartz (35.^) ajid potash feld­
spar (22#) to the margins of the Bagin. Accessory mineral 
components of euhedral, typically igneous mineral varieties 
(zircon and toumaline) plus high-rank aetamorphlc types (angu­
lar garnet, staurollte, and kyanite) also support a significant 
primary Precambrlan source terr&ne for VJviiwood ûetritus. AC-
cesDory minerjil data, indicating u senaràl iiicrssiiac: iri 
mi no» f is  •  i  m c  i "r-r- i  s  =  T- ,  rrsa  t" ,  i  i r^T^r .  1 \ r  
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through the Willwood and into the Tatasn Formation, suggests an 
increase in exposure and erosion of deep-seated metamorphic 
rooks. Extremely high concentrations of garnet in Tatman sand­
stones, however, may have "been accentuated by selective sorting 
(placering). 
In situ alteration 
Environmental modification of bedrock within VJillwood 
source areas may be indirectly examined through regional 
floral and faunal evidence and basln-flil mlnaralogy. The 
flora and fauna of the early Tertiary, Rocky Mountain region 
indicates the presence of a warm temperate to subtropical 
climate with heavy seasonal rainfall (Van Houten, 1948). 
Modern-day regions characterised by similar climatic condi­
tions generally display an intensely weathered regolith (soil) 
containing a concentration of aluminium and iron oxides plus 
hydrous aluminium silicates (kaoiinite). Climat-e, howeves% is 
only one of several soil-forming factors. Topographic relief, 
parant material, and time as reflected in rate of erosion can 
also Influence pedologlcal development, creating a regolith 
which could be much different from one resulting solely from the 
climatic factor. 
Unstable zlnsrsl species, notably feln-pa-rR,, nn^monly re­
flect the intensity of weather?nc- at the source area, Todd 
and Monroe (1968), on the basis of the presence of kaolinlto 
TTiat-.-riY matmrial and kaollnltlc alteration of feldspar varieties 
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postulated the presence of an upland source terrane under sub­
tropical climatic condltlomi of heavy non-seasonal rainfall and 
laterltlc weathering. The unaltered nature of most Wlllwood 
feldspar grains Indicates the absence of widespread laterltlc 
weathering In the source area. Occasional evidence of incipient, 
sericitic alteration may be related to soil development, but of 
a less Intense nature. 
The clay mineralogy of marginal Willwood mudstones la one 
of 1111te dominance accompanied by abundant montmorllllnite 
and subordinate kaollnlte. Although the reliability of clay 
minerals as environmental indicators of source rook alteration 
is somewhat diluted by evidence of their degradation within 
fluviàtile and subaeriai environments {Weaver, 1953). many 
workers (Milne and Barley, 1958) have demonstrated a strong 
reflection of source material within derived clay minerals, 
particularly In areas of rapid deposition. The absence of 
consistent variation in the clay mineralogy of red, purple, and 
drab mudstcnss (Fig. l6) suggests a lack of appreciable situ 
— ^  ^  ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f 4 4' 4 A U 4 T * « T a tr 
minérale are largely detr-ital, derived from adjoining upland 
source areas. 
The minor amount of kaollnlte lends support to the postulate 
that laterltlc weathering was not dcsir^nt in the Wlllwood 
source area. 111!te and sontmorllllnlta are oomnonly assocl-
^ ^#—4 A •«««>« A -«M ^wri  A ^  «» 4  ^  ^  4 v% v> 4 '  n  o  o  4 * i  »w 
magnesium, and cKicium iorit) uo rojEtiin in Ihc m<c»uucicû uiuTllc 
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(Grim, 1953). Thoy also predominate In soils developed upon 
sedimentary rocks because silicate breakdown and laterltlc 
weathering are Inhibited by the presence of calcium Ions. 
Paleozoic strata in the region are volumetrically dominated 
by carbonates, thus providing. In addition to parent material, 
a prominent source of calcium and sodium Ions favoring mont-
morlllinlte formation over kaollnite. Drainage conditions with­
in the source terrane, which reflect topography, can also 
influence the Intensity of alteration. Mohr and Van Baren 
(195^) report the simultaneous development of both "laterlte'-
(kaollnite) and montmorlllinite minerals in close proximity 
from the same parent material and climate. They propose that 
T O T 4Û VAo r> 4 T* A 4 >no r r rx I  4 vi r» a  oa/4 -r»»"! TAfl A viH /-yw-» *î W ^ W A t^lÀÀ S./ V ^ A W** * \ AAW A W W* W ^ ^ -V X / * iVA A V>' LLt V V 
of ions liberated from parent material were responsible for 
the increased intensity of silicate breakdown and kaollnite 
formation. 
In situ alteration In the upland Willwood source area was, 
therefore, not characterized by extensive leaching condition? 
and rapid "brflakdown of prirnary Indicative of lat­
erltlc soil development. Pedologlcal modification of bcdrcck 
was more analogous to soils of the red-yellow Mediterranean 
type. These soils, found in areas of semlhumld climates under 
a deciduous forest or shrub vegetation, are characterized by 
(Bennema, 1963): (a) predominance of 2:1 lattice clay minerals 
(illite and montmorillinite) over 1:1 lattice c3av mineral a 
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(3) red to brownish yellow B horizons, depending on drainage 
conditions; (^) an abundance of primary weatherable minerals; 
and (5) parent material varying from acid to basic. Such a 
soil appears to more accurately depict the nature of bedrock 
weathering and pedologlcal development in Wlllwood source areas. 
Origin of the Iron oxide responsible for pigmentation of 
the variegated Wlllwood mudatones is eontroversial. For many 
years reports (Kyrine, 19^+9; Van Houten,, 19^8, 196I) have 
favored red upland soils as the source of the red bed coloring 
pigment (hematite). Recently Walker (1967a, 1967b) has 
questioned this hypothesis by demonstrating the development of 
hematite at the site of deposition through Intrastratal 
alteration of iron-bearing dstrital grains and the paucity of 
modern red sediments in regions presently containing red soils 
in oôdliûôrit source areas. This study wâK uriMule to establigh 
if the Iron oxide pigmenting material in Wlllwood mudstones 
was derived from weatnered bedrock in the upland source areas or 
alteration processes in the "basin of sediment accumulation. 
Van Houten (1968) has stated that there may be no truely 
reliable way to determine the ultimate source of hematite pig­
ment In red beds. It will ba demonstrated in the following 
section, however, that final sediment color is dependent on 
oxidizing (red) versos reducing (drab) conditions ar tne sice 
—' J  ^  A Am ^  — -  -
vx uoyuox UXUXl. 
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Basin of Deposition 
The Wlllwood Formation consists of two distinct lltho-
facles which represent three characteristic envlronaental 
associations: (l) alluvial fan environment; (2) stream 
oiiannel inm trans itionsi environments; and (3) flood basin 
environment. These can be differentiated in the field by both 
stratigraphie relationships and sedimentological character­
istics. 
The development of extensive, coalescing alluvial fans 
along the west flank of the Big Horn Basin is recorded by the 
conglomerate llthofaclas. Conglomerates at lower strati-
graphic levels along the Beartooth Mountain front (sec, A-A', 
Fig, 6) are characterized by the lack of %ell developed 
stratification and cross-stratification and overbank mudstones. 
The àoHéncB of these features, along with the abundance of 
coarse carbonate and sandstone detritus, indicate rapid 
erosion, transportation, and deposition of material derived 
from a nearby sedimentary source. Streams draining the east 
flank of the Beartooths were of a high energy- overloaded and 
ephemeral nature, with stream- and sheetflooding, sudden 
gradient decreases, and rapid run-off infiltration common. 
Movement along fault planes developed «t the eastern edge of the 
Boetrfcooth Mountains may have aooentuatsd these processes. 
The motaquartzite cobble conglomerates of the Wlll#ood 
Formation near Heotectse and west of winciheater d i RniAv « i«qo 
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of flne-prralned over bank material and the coarseness of the 
conglomerates suggest deposition on an alluvial fan. Well 
developed stratification and large scale cross-stratlficatlon, 
channeling, and Interbedded, lenticular sandstones and conglom­
erates are characteristic of a distributary system of braided 
streams In the lower reaches of an alluvial fan (Bllssenbach, 
195%; Allen, I965). Moderate stream- and sheetflood activity, 
characterized by well developed sorting and stratification, 
AX X ou. a V p,x vV- x X WAU OVUXUV CfcXOCAO vz/. a 
piedmont plain formed by the coalescence of several alluvial 
fans. 
Millwood conglomerates grade basInward Into a complex 
association of stream channel, transitional, and overbank 
deposits. Stream channel and transitional deposits include; 
(1) £ channel cczplez of sandstone deposits with primary 
structures indicative of In-channel aggradation and lateral 
point bar mlgrs-tlGr:; (2) loCslissd fins^grainsd and fine to 
coarse-grained channel fills resulting from meander nock and 
meander chute cut-off or in-channel aggradation; (3) Swale-
fill deposits associated with point bar migration and high 
water (bankfull) conditions; and (4) tabular, thin sheet sand­
stones (natural levee) resulting from overbank flow. 
Synthesis of the âuovô fcht&t Wiliwocxi streams 
%ere prsdcainatsly of a low gradient, meaMeiliig mture. 
Flu, otv. A tiens In discharge and lead, rhlch ^ould be czpectsd In 
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periodically altered stream activity. Decreased discharge 
and increased load caused rapid apgradation of active channels 
and development of localized, U-shaped sand bodies. High 
stretun discharge and overbank deposition of bedload material 
produced sheet sandstones marginal to channels. The pre­
dominance of overbank mudstones (75^) within the sandstone-
mudstone lithofacies has been related to prolonged stream 
confinement within a meander belt (Allen and Friend, I968). 
A^ 1 ^ 4- V* ^  ^  «4 Ti  ^  A «M ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  4 T ^  n 1  * * w 4 1  P W WJ V M a. CA VI it-» V «b/iiVy  ^_1_ W i 1 L/ V i. C^M^X CAJ.XC** XC*X 
relief within and marginal (natural levee) to the confined 
stream system ultimately causes avulsion or the rapid abandon­
ment of a meander belt to a lower level within the floodbasin. 
Interchannel areas were the sites of deposition of sllt-
and clay-size detritus from overbank discharges. Relief 
across these areas was of an alluvial nature, characterized by 
a complex pattern of low lying and essentially planar flood-
basins adjac'-nt to elevated alluvial ridges of recently a-
bandoned meander belts. Measurements of alluvial relief 
within similar modern drainage systems vary, with values 
ranging up to 15 feet (Lorens and Thronson- 1955). Within 
the low lying floodbasin areas impeded drainage conditions and 
water tables at or very near the deposltlonal Interface would 
have favorert a reducing environment and preservation of organic 
matter. Improved drainage and lower water tables In the al­
luvial ridge and natural levee areas, aided by underlying 
m I  i i j v ' i i i n i  1 1  V  r  ^  f  1 c  o  r / i  i  T 1  on  s  v . m  p - V o r ? - D j . c  
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for the preservation of organic material. 
This report, on the basis of the Inverse relationship In 
organic oarbon (low-high) to free Iron (high-low) and manganese 
(high-low) In red ancl drab mudstones (Pig. 17), supports 
previous studies (Van Houten, 19^8; Johnson and Friedman, 1969) 
proposing a sediment color-deposltlonal environment association 
of red-oxidizing (well-drained) aiKi drab-reducing (poorly 
drained) conditions. Such chemical differences result primarily 
fro™ the increased solubility of ferrous and manganous (re­
duced) forms leading to solubilization and movement. The 
greater solubility of reduced manganese over iron may also ac­
count for the extremely low values of free manganese in the 
drab samples ssamlned. The absence of significant variation in 
aluminium may reflect its lower solubility. 
Excluding occaaioriàl carbonaceous shalSG, ^hich represent 
Isolated paludal environments rich in organic material, red 
and drab mudstones represent "end.-member" envlronmenta with 
respect to osidaticn and redaction across the aggrading alluvial 
plain. Between these fall a variety of Wlllwood sediments 
aocumulatlng under transitional environmental conditions, 
causing partial oxidation and/or reduction. Fluctuating 
ground water tables and climatic factors affecting both vegeta­
tion and stream discharKe oOiitxluu'ce to t'no cosplcx, sulti-
oolored appoaranoe. 
In situ aoulfloation processes are also recognized from 
P» or soil acrcct. sequence 
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C-12 to C-1 exposed south of the town of Basin displays field 
properties suggestive of a weathered Interval (soil). Intense 
color mottling (from organic activity), abundant fossil content, 
and great lateral extent suggest situ development on a 
portion of the alluvial plain of a psdologically modiflsd zone 
during a period of reduced sediment accumulation. Chemical 
data (Fig. 18) indicates horizons of mobile iron, aluminium, 
and manganese accumulation. Textural (pipette) analysis also 
indicates greater amounts of clay-alze material in middle to 
lower portions of the profile. Textural variations could have 
developed by either depositional ("cumulative" soil of 
Niklforoff, 1949) or pedological processes. The independence 
of free Iron and manganese to test-.ral variations, however, 
indicate that their profile development Is related to solution 
and translocation from upper levels to maxima in the lower 
levels of the profile. Such mobile Ion movement resulted from 
water table fluctuations causing alternating oxidizing and. re­
ducing conditions In the upper portion of the profile, with the 
deeper movement of manganese a reflection of Its greater solu­
bility (de Leon, I96I). The anomalous (low) values of mobile 
ion constituents in sample C-4 (Fig. 18) may also record an 
Interval of alternating oxidization and reduction in the lower 
portiori 01' the profile. The presence 01 an underlying permeable 
sariu-stone (sample C-1) could have produced wator table finct'aa-
^ ^ V V VS ^  ^  ^  ^ «M A, A* A ^  ^ ^ •—V 
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correlation (r = +.735) between aluminium and clay distribution 
limits the value of aluminium profile development as an indi­
cator of soil genesis. It should be noted, however, that the 
hipher concentration of clay in the middle portion of the pro­
file may reflect transport of fines to deeper profile levels. 
If this were the case, clay and aluminium distribution, in ad­
dition to iron and manganese, would reflect pedogenesis upon 
the aggrading Willwood alluvial plain. 
Unusually high values of organic carbon in red and purple 
mudstones indicative of oxidizing conditions supports the 
contention of extensive organic activity within this mudstone 
sequence. Van Houten (1948) interpreted similar mottled units 
to be zones of weathering under moist conditions, Bernard et 
al.(1962) reported high organic matter In floodbasln deposits 
displaying mottled and bioturbated soil zones. A fluctMatlii^ 
water table Is supported by concretionary calcium carbonate 
and Iron oxide pisolites occurring in many willwood interchan-
nel mudstones. Analogous features have been reported (Kohr, 
1944) In modern-day soils characterized by ground water activity 
In warm; humid climates with periodic dry seasons. 
Soil development is thus characterized by organic matter 
accumulation and rearrangement of mobile sesquloiides within 
a parent material (alluvium) not in a steady state bi^t rather 
undergoing a graauai upouilding process. Rate of sediment 
accomuiatiûri la cùiîwlucràu the critical factor for dsvelopsent 
OT a T-mi-cm ! K • _ ri " Î  c-i js < i 1* 3 tV CiT 5G11 
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forming factors, time must be available for pedologioal develop­
ment to proceed to a point of recognition, ^ situ modification 
of alluvial material to the extent depicted above may be un­
common throughout the Wlllwood strata. A similar process, how­
ever, may account for the consistency (90%) of purpla beds 
overlying red beds at higher stratigraphie levels (Pig. 7). 
Purple Wlllwood mudstones have gained the attention of previous 
workers (Sinclair and Granger, 1911; Rohrer and Gazln, 196$), 
^hc note their unusually great lateral extent, Chemioftl d«t-a 
for purple mudstones (Fig. 17). when compared to red mudstones, 
show similar organic carbon values but lower free iron, alu­
minium, and manganese percentages. Coupled with the strati-
graphic relationships, svioh data Indicate the possibility of 
alteration of red mudstones through sesquioslde mobilization 
within a predominately oxidizing and low organic matter environ­
ment. Such incipient mobilization aay reflect & gradual 
shallowing (rising) of the fluctuating ground water table with­
in the elevated, ozidlzina areas. This was caused by progres­
sive deposition and up-building of the adjacent lo%-lying 
floodbafiln?. 
Depositional Patterns 
Thé WillwùOu Formation reprenants a portion of the 
Pfc!.leogen© influx of detritus eroded from peripheral upland 
régions into the adjacent basin Ic^lsnds during the later 
stages of the L^ramlde Revolution, Th« alluvial fan conglomer­
ates grading bas inward into channel aaiidstones and floodbasin 
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îaudstones, together with the regional tectonic setting, re-
pifesont a piedmont-valley flat, isolasse fades (Van Houten, 
1969) developed within the Rooky Mountain Intermontane system 
following the principal orogenlc activity. The lack of rapid 
changes In regional flora and fauna %ith.n the Basin duriïïg 
early Tertiary times suggests the absence of prominent geo­
graphic barriers, with upland erosion and basin filling 
maintaining moderate regional relief (Van Houten, 1948). 
Average rate of sediment accumulation; based on 2100 feet of 
Willwood sediment accumulating during an early Eocene time 
interval of 6 million years (Funnel, 1964), is one foot per 
2600 years. Such a figure compares favorably with one foot per 
3000 years for "Wasatch" deposits of southwestern Wyoming 
(Bradley, 1930). 
Vertically through the Wlllwood progrsssivs ch&ngcc in 
certain mineral, textural, and llthologlcal factors occur, re­
flecting changing geologic conditions, xhe^ greater proportion 
of metasiorphic varieties asonpr the hea*^' minerals at higher 
stratigraphie levels Indicates an Increasing availability of 
Precambrian metamorpnic rocks as upland source areas were 
progressively dissected. Tgstural data for sandstones within 
the central portion of the Basin show improved sorting higher 
in the Formation, indlui*llng » trend toward reducèd strsar-
gradifsnts tinii lower flow reglsaes. The dominance of red bade 
over drsb bsds and c£.rbonaceouc chaloa in the middle sM uppar 
yortions of the U'lll;;ccd suggcctc a ^rogrerrlve shift within 
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the aggrading lowlands of a reducing to oxidizing environment. 
Such a change may indicate a gradual climatic shift to a drier 
climate causing a general lowering!; of ground water tables and 
reduction of organic matter production within the areas of 
overbank sedimentation, 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The Willwood Formation consists of a complex association 
of fluvlatlle fades, including alluvial fan conglomer­
ates and the vertical and lateral accretionary deposits 
of stream channel, transitional, and floodbasln sediment. 
Conglomerates reflect local source mineralogy. Those 
near Meeteetse and west of Winchester are dominated by 
recycled, Paleooene metaquartzlte pebbles, while thoae 
bordering the Beartooth Mountain front display an abundance 
of both sedimentary rocks and igneous and metamorphlc 
varieties. 
In situ alteration of Wlllwood sourca material in upland 
areas was characterized primarily by lllite and montmoril-
linite clay mineral genesis. Subordinate kaolinite indi­
cates some laterite weathering. Modern-day soils con­
taining a similar mineralogy to those indicated for the 
Wlllwood source area are of the red-yellow Mediterranean 
t - rw  a  
The main detrital mineral of Willwood sandstones is quartz, 
with lesser amounts of feldspar, metaquartz, and chert, 
Hudstones are mainly quartz, with lllite and montmoril-
llnite nominate amonc- the clay minerals. 
Sandstones display a variety of simple and composite sedi­
mentary structures reflecting ic^ gradient, zeaialerliig 
streams developing point ba-^ deposits plus chute ana neck 
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cut-off features. Fluctuations in stream activity pro­
duced local. In-channel aggradation and overbank, (natural 
levee) deposits. 
The development of alluvial relief by meander belt con­
finement created drainage and water table conditions 
favorable for oxidizing (red beds) and reducing (drab beds) 
environments in interchannel areas. 
Soil genesis upon thè Wlllwood alluvial plain Is re-
l i O U V O U  \ j y  O X I O  \ J X .  1 X < 0 0  U i O I l ^ C »  —  
nese, and aluminium within a mudstone sequence. 
Vertical changes in Wlllwood lltholcgy reflect an in­
creasing supply of Precambrlan, metamorphic detritus, 
lower stream gradients, and a trend toward lower water 
tables anri inmroaaing ozidlzlng conditions at the site 
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